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Abstract 
Paper evidence is commonly encountered in cases of kidnapping, threatening letters, extortion, 
and bank robbery, and the optimal workflow between latent print processing and DNA collection 
is of interest to the forensic community. The overall aim of this project was to achieve optimal 
amounts of DNA for typing without destroying the fingerprint. The first study compared two 
collection techniques—tape-lifting by Scotch Removable Poster Tape and dry swabbing with 
FLOQSwabs— using prints deposited in defined locations. Samples were processed for DNA and 
developed with 1,2-indanedione.  The second aim was to determine if visualizing print locations 
with fingerprint powder prior to DNA collection with fingerprint powder would impact success 
rates. Each study involved 11 volunteers who were asked to wash and dry their hands, rub their 
face for 5 seconds and deposit both hand prints on copy paper for 5 seconds.  
The results showed that tape lifting gave full DNA profiles for all volunteers and after latent print 
development, with 76% of tape-lifted fingerprint pattern were of value for comparison. In contrast, 
many partial profiles were seen with the swabbing technique and only 57% of developed swabbed 
fingerprints were of value for comparison. DNA concentrations ranged from 0.01-0.39 ng/μL for 
tape-lifting and 0.0009-0.06 ng/μL for swabbing. The fluorescent powder developed prints showed 
reduced DNA concentrations (0.0007-0.21ng/μL) after tape lifting but still yielded 9 out of 11 
DNA profiles. The study indicates that Scotch removable poster tape provides higher DNA yields 
than the FLOQSwabs and preserves latent prints for development with 1,2-indanedione.  
Treatment with fluorescent powder does not interfere with DNA typing but impairs subsequent 
chemical development. 
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1. Introduction 
DNA analysis is frequently used to acquire information from biological evidence to aid 
investigations associated with criminal investigations, mass disaster victim identification, and 
missing person identification. Technological and scientific advances have increased the sensitivity 
of DNA typing procedures, and a DNA profile can be obtained from fingerprints (Van Oorschot 
& Jones,1997). Fingerprints and DNA are considered to be two important types of evidence in 
terms of their ability to distinguish individuals. Despite their importance, recovery of both types 
of evidence from the same location on the item can be problematic. DNA recovery techniques such 
as surface swabbing usually cause the destruction of fingerprint pattern, and so the visualization 
of the fingerprints should be done first. However, due to the contamination issues and destruction 
of biological material associated with fingerprint development, powder dusting, or chemical 
development may interfere with subsequent STR profiling. (Andersen & Bramble, 1997 & Azoury, 
Zamir & Wiesner, 2002). This is different for absorbent substrates like paper. 
Gel lifts and flocked swabs can recover DNA without destroying the print, while tape lifts and wet 
swabbing were found to be damaging to the friction ridge pattern (Fieldhouse, Jansson, Ansell & 
Hedman. 2016). However, the current workflow for paper starts with chemical development of 
fingerprints, followed by DNA collection either by cutting or swabbing. Chemical developers such 
as ninhydrin lower DNA typing success for paper evidence (Balogh, Burger, Bender, Schneider 
&Alt. 2003). 
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Literature Review 
Touch DNA characteristics 
Touch DNA is DNA that cannot be attributed to a visible body fluid, and generally found in minute 
quantities. A trace DNA sample is any sample which falls below a recommended threshold at any 
stage of DNA analysis, and cannot be defined by a precise picogram amount (Van Oorschot, 
Ballantyne & Mitchell, 2010) A small quantity of DNA can also be considered Low Copy 
Number(LCN) defined by Gill (2001) as less than 100pg or approximately 20 human cells. Studies 
have demonstrated the potential of LCN samples from an actual case work (Kloosterman, & 
Kersbergen,2003). 
 
Hands are prominent vectors in transferring DNA, as it is common for individuals to touch many 
things with their hands. Locard’s exchange principle states that whenever two objects come into 
contact, there is a transfer of material. When a person touches the object, contact is with skin which 
consists of a layer of cells undergoing constant regeneration and destruction, i.e. a shedding 
process (Butler 2012). Keratinocytes are the cells that will be keratinized and are found in the basal 
layer of the epidermis where they undergo mitosis (Fuchs, 2007). In the process of being pushed 
away from this basal layer, keratinocytes undergo apoptosis, and when they reach the skin surface 
they are fully keratinized and are sloughed off (Fuchs, 2007). The shedding process is affected by 
factors like friction (Fuchs, 2007). Thus, skin cells are a poor source of DNA, However, during 
the sloughing process they are exposed to several DNA bearing cells and fluids as they reach the 
skin’s top layer, and may act as a carrier for DNA (Daly, Murphy & McDermott, 2011). There are 
two types of glands in the human epidermis-- sweat and sebaceous glands. Sweat glands are found 
throughout the body and are further divided into eccrine and apocrine. (Fuchs, 2007). Eccrine 
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gland secretions contain 99% water and the remaining 1% consists of amino acids, sugar and ions, 
while apocrine gland secretions also contain protein and fatty substances and appear on hair 
follicles, mainly in the axillary and genital regions of the body. Sebaceous glands are also found 
throughout the body except for the friction ridge skin in the palm and sole areas. Sebaceous 
secretions mainly consist of lipids and help to lubricate skin and hair (Yamashita and French 2011). 
Thus when an object is touched, fingers act as a vector for transfer of residues consisting of the 
secretions of these glands through normal behavior (Kwok, 2015). 
Touch DNA recovery 
Fingerprints or fingermarks are impressions that are deposited when friction ridge skin comes in 
contact with a surface. According to the Scientific Working Group on Friction Ridge Study, 
Analysis and Technology (SWGFAST), friction ridge skin is defined as “a raised portion of the 
epidermis on the palmar or plantar skin, consisting of one or more connected ridge units” 
(SWGFAST, 2011) 
In recent years, generating STR profiles from fingermarks has been helpful in solving various 
crimes ranging from robbery to terrorism (Hoffmann, Stallworth & Foran. 2012). Thus a method 
to recover DNA and fingerprint evidence from the same site would be of great importance in a 
criminal investigation. One study revealed that DNA profiles can be obtained from fingermarks 
but it depends on the propensity of an individual to shed DNA, the activities an individual engaged 
in, the substrate, and the nature of contact (Lowe, Murray, Whitaker, Tully & Gill, 2002; Phipps 
and Petricevic 2007). Individuals are classified as good or bad shedders depending if a full or 
partial STR profile has been obtained (Lowe, Murray, Whitaker, Tully & Gill, 2002). The amount 
of DNA obtained from touch samples not only varies between individuals but also among different 
samples from the same individual (Phipps & Petricevic, 2007).   
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A study was conducted, which used different swabs to collect DNA and found 30% of samples 
gave a complete profile (Pamela, Alice, Elena & Luciana, 2015). Authors concluded that obtaining 
DNA profiles from touched samples depends on type of substrate and collection technique. 
Various collection techniques are used in forensic work such as cotton swabs, polyester swabs, 
flock swabs and tape lifts with different tapes. A common collection technique to recover touch 
samples is swabbing the area in question. The double swabbing technique, using a wet swab 
followed by a dry cotton swab, was first used to collect DNA from skin and showed higher yields 
than a single swab method (Sweet, Lorente, Valenzuela, Lorente & Alvarez, 1996). Double 
swabbing, improved the quality of STR profiles (Pang and Cheung, 2007). Farber and colleagues 
(2010) successfully used casting material to cast fingerprints and recover DNA. Other studies 
indicated that flocked swabs are a good collection technique, as the fibers of the swab tip are 
directed outwards, and thus a larger surface area of the swab is used during collection (Plaza, 
Mealy, Lane, Bathrick & Slack, 2016). Substrates like metals, plastic, paper have an impact on 
STR profile quality (Ostojic & Wurmbach, 2017). Metals lead to DNA degradation, glass 
performed better than plastic, and plastic better than a paper substrate when DNA was collected 
by a swabbing technique. In another study recovering DNA samples from smooth surfaces, 
polyester swabs were found to be the most effective (Verdon, Mitchell & Van Oorschot. 2014). 
Various studies have been conducted using tape lifts for DNA recovery, for some substrates 
adhesive tape may leave less biological matter behind than a swab. Mini-tapes were used to recover 
DNA from fabric, glass and wood (Daly, Murphy & McDermott 2011). Two different tapes Scotch 
Magic tape and Scenesafe FAST to recover DNA from four different substrates and found higher 
recovery of DNA by Scenesafe FAST tape due to stronger adhesion property (Verdon, Mitchell & 
Van Oorschot, 2014). For instance, DNA recovery was better by tape lifting compared to swabbing 
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and a soaking technique on insoles of shoes (Petricevic, 2004). One of the study compared different 
swabs and Scenesafe Fast mini tape for touch DNA samples. Results showed tape lift to be better 
compared to a swabbing technique. (Hannson, Finnebraaten, Heitmann, Ramse & Bouzga, 2009). 
The efficiency of three different DNA collection techniques from latent fingerprints on various 
paper substrates like resume paper, cotton paper, magazine paper, currency, copy paper and 
newspaper for STR profiling were evaluated (Plaza, Mealy, Lane, Parsons, Bathrick & Slack, 
2016). The techniques used were Electrostatic Detection Apparatus (ESDA), dry swabbing and 
substrate cutting. The result demonstrated that both ESDA and dry swabbing generated better 
DNA profiles compared to substrate cutting. 
More studies need to be done to evaluate the impact of different collection techniques for 
recovering trace DNA from fingerprints and the impact of collection techniques on fingerprints. 
Study conducted by Fieldhouse, Oravcova &Walton-Williams (2016) used tape lifting and 
swabbing to recover DNA from different substrates followed by visualization of fingerprints by 
different reagents, and demonstrated that all recovery methods have a destructive influence on 
fingerprints on glass, but not paper. Alessandrini, Cecati, Pesaresi & Turchi (2003) suggested that 
significant amounts of DNA from fingerprint are lost during extraction or recovery. Microscopy 
of the fingerprint showed the presence of epidermal corneal cells, but extraction of the same print 
showed significantly lower amounts of DNA than expected, due to the loss at every step of 
transferring DNA. As already mentioned, in a study which found a large reduction of STR profiling 
success (from>80% to 47%) for paper and DNA collection before and after ninhydrin treatment 
(Balogh, Burger, Bender, Schneider & Alt, 2003). Thus the recovery technique and extraction is 
of prime importance keeping in mind that it is better to recover DNA without disturbing the prints 
on the substrate. 
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Touch DNA and latent fingerprint development 
Latent fingerprints are those that cannot be viewed with the naked eye. Some fingerprint enhancing 
chemicals or illumination are required to visualize it (Yashamita, 2011). Chemical methods 
include iodine fuming, ninhydrin and 1,2-indanedione. Iodine crystals are heated and fumes react 
with fingerprint components, producing a yellow-brown color. These developed prints have to be 
photographed and recorded quickly as developed prints are not fixed and fade quickly (Saferstein, 
2011). Ninhydrin reacts with trace amino acids present in fingerprints, forming a purple-blue color. 
It takes a long time (24-48 hours) for prints to develop compared to 1,2- indanedione treatment 
which takes 10-20 minutes (Saferstein, 2011). 1,2-indanedione is analog of ninhydrin for latent 
fingerprint development. In one study the color of 1,2-indanedione developed prints to ninhydrin 
prints were compared (Hauze, Petrovskaia, Taylor, & Joullie, 1998). The results showed that the 
color of 1,2-indanedione was poor compared to ninhydrin, but the fluorescence of 1,2-indanedione 
reaction products was greater than for other reagents. One of the latest study showed an increase 
in detection rates and the time reduction of heating development for 1,2-indanedione justifies 
replacing another chemical developer (DFO) 1,8-Diazafluoren-9-one ( Olszowka, 2018).  1,2-
indanedione exhibits overall improved quality of latent fingerprints compared to other reagents 
(Levin-Elad, Liptz, Bar-Or & Almog, 2017), which led to adopting 1,2-indanedione for the present 
study. 
Powder dusting is a physical method of latent print development and powder binds to the biological 
material in fingerprints upon application by specialized brush. Various types and colors of powder 
have been used for fingerprint development depending on the type of substrate. Applying powder 
via brushes leads to destruction of fingermarks (Wickenheiser, 2012). Prints developed can be 
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lifted by the use of adhesive tape lift. Thamnurak, Bunakkarasawat, Riengrojitak & Panvisavas, 
(2011) used different fluorescent powders on different substrates like glass, magazine paper and 
plastic. Results showed that fluorescent powders have little to no effect on quality of DNA profile. 
Variation in DNA profile peak intensity might have been due to dusting powder possibly removing 
cells from the surface. 
Study goal 
Based on the current literature, specifically the work by Fieldhouse, Oravcova & Walton-Williams 
(2016), our hypothesis was that it should be possible to collect DNA from paper without destroying 
the fingerprint pattern. As long as the paper surface is intact, it should be possible to chemically 
develop friction ridge pattern. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Tape test 
Seven tapes namely Scotch Magic tape (3M, Maplewood, MN), Sellotape (Henkel, Winsford, 
UK), Scotch clear (3M, Maplewood, MN), Neschen Foil S23 (Voigtlaender, Blumberg, Germany) 
Water soluble tape (Aquasol, North Tonawanda, NY), Scenesafe Fast (Scenesafe, Burnham on 
Crouch, UK), Scotch removable poster tape (3M, Maplewood, MN) were tested for their effect on 
the paper surface. The tapes were tested on three different types of paper, namely bank deposit 
slips, notebook paper (Staples, Framingham, MA), and copy/printer paper (Hammermill Paper, 
Eerie, PA). The adhesive side of each tape was pressed down on the paper; the paper surface was 
examined for physical damage.    
2.2 International Review Board (IRB) Approval 
 Volunteers were recruited through flyers with informed consent prior to collecting fingerprints as 
approved by the CUNY Institutional Review Board (IRB #2017-0306). Samples were anonymized 
prior to testing and will be destroyed at the end of study. Each study consisted of 11 volunteers 
and all were male participants. 
2.3 General sample handling 
DNA extracted from fingerprints was expected to fall below the recommended thresholds of 100pg 
of DNA template (Gill 2001). Thus extra care was being taken to prevent cross-contamination 
throughout the analysis process. Personal protective equipment such as gloves, lab coat, sleeves, 
and facemasks were worn. All of the experiments were performed in two separate areas, the pre-
PCR laboratory (sample prep, extraction and PCR preparation) and a post PCR area (PCR 
amplification and capillary electrophoresis typing).  Work surfaces in the pre-PCR area were 
decontaminated prior to samples processing with 10% bleach followed by reverse osmosis (RO) 
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water and 75% ethanol. Gloves were changed between the samples to prevent contamination. All 
of the tools used for sample collection (tweezer, scissors) were wiped with 10% bleach, followed 
by a rinse with RO water and 75% ethanol respectively. Reagent tubes were decontaminated 
through ultraviolet (UV) irradiation for 45 minutes in a UV Airbox (Air Science, Fort Myers, FL) 
(Tamariz, Voynarovska, Prinz & Caragine, 2006).  
2.4 Hand washing Procedure  
Volunteers were all male; different age groups and ethnicities were included in the study.  
Volunteers were asked to wash their hands with soap and water to remove any foreign materials, 
followed by drying their hands with tissue. They were asked to rub their faces for five seconds, to 
mimic how fingerprints are loaded with DNA containing materials through involuntary face 
touching (Kwok, Gralton, & Mclaws, 2015). This generated sebaceous prints for this study.  
2.5 Substrate Decontamination 
A commonly used printer paper type - Recycled Copy paper of type Great White 30, 8.5” x11”, 
75g/m2 mass and brightness 92% white FSC certified (Hammermill Paper, Eerie, PA) was used.  
First, a 7”x 3” area of the paper was divided in two halves to collect the fingerprint from both 
hands of each volunteer. Sheets were decontaminated by exposing the paper for 15 minutes under 
UV light in a laminar flow biohood. One roll of Scotch Removable Poster Tape (109, 3/4" x 150", 
double-coated mounting) was used throughout the analysis.  The tape was decontaminated by 
irradiating it under UV light in a laminar flow biohood for 15 minutes. Approximately 0.7cm of 
tape was used for lifting the fingerprints. 
2.6 Fingerprint Deposition 
The copy paper was placed on a clean surface. Volunteers were asked to deposit prints of both 
hands, one at a time, on previously marked paper sections. Samples were prepared by pressing 
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finger tips down for five seconds. After collecting the prints, the paper was stored in a biohood to 
prevent contamination and processed on the same day. 
2.7 Reference samples 
Reference DNA from volunteers was collected as buccal samples using Cap-Shure 6” Sterile 
cotton swabs (Puritan, Guilford, ME), which were stored frozen until extracted. DNA extraction 
for reference swabs was conducted by Chelex extraction. 
2.8 Collecting DNA from Paper by swabbing and lifting 
Volunteers deposited prints as described above. From each hand thumb, index and middle finger 
were combined for DNA extraction, ring and little finger prints were left untouched, in order to 
have a fingerprint development control. Approximately 0.7cm of tape were cut and held with 
tweezers. The adhesive surface of the tape was rolled over left hand thumb, index and middle 
fingerprints individually (Verdon & Van Oorschot, 2015). To ensure adhesion to the fingerprints 
and DNA transfer, the tape was pressed down lightly using a gloved thumb for each print before 
pulling it up. The right hand fingerprints deposits were swabbed using a dry swabbing technique. 
A FLOQ (Copan Flock Technologies, Brescia, Italy) swab was rolled over the print area of right 
thumb, index and middle fingers with low pressure and using a circular motion. The tape pieces 
and swab heads were placed in 2mL microcentrifuge tube (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and 
subjected to DNA extraction.   
2.9 DNA extraction 
2.9.1 Preliminary testing 
A preliminary test was conducted to see which of the following methods worked better: (a) 
incubation in 0.01% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and proteinase K (Schiffner, Bajda, Prinz, 
Sebestyen, Shaler & Caragine, 2005), or (b) incubation in 5% Chelex (Biorad, Hercules, CA) 
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followed with Proteinase-K and 10% Tween20 (Forsberg, Jansson, Ansell & Hedman, 2016). In 
addition to tape lifts and FLOQ swabs collected as described above but from prints on glass, 
several swabs with 10 µL of saliva applied were tested as well. All swabs and tape were extracted 
incorporating appropriate reagent blanks and negative substrate controls. 
 2.9.2 Incubation in SDS and Proteinase -K 
A digestion buffer containing SDS (Ambion, Foster City, CA) and Proteinase K (Pro-K) (Promega, 
Madison, WI) was prepared as follows 
  Stock Solution   Concentration  1 sample 
0.01% SDS 
 
  0.01% 
 
 96 µ L 
Proteinase K 
  20 mg/mL 
 0.80 mg/mL  0.4 µ L 
 
DNA extraction was carried out by adding 100 of digestion buffer to each sample including an 
empty tube as extraction negative (EN) and mixing well. All tubes were incubated in a heated 
shaker at 56°C for forty-five minutes with shaking at 1400 rpm. Proteinase K was then inactivated 
by incubation at 99°C for ten minutes. The samples were then placed in a cold block at 4°C for ten 
minutes. Following the incubation steps, the tubes were centrifuged briefly at full speed and 
concentrated as described below. 
 2.9.3 Incubation in Chelex, Tween 20 and Proteinase K  
A digestion buffer consisting of Chelex, Proteinase K and Tween-20 was added to tubes before 
adding the substrate to each tube (Forsberg, Jansson, Ansell & Hedman. 2016). 
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Reagent Final concentration 1 sample 
5%  Chelex 5% 100 µ L 
Pro-K (10 mg/ mL) 0.1 mg/ µL 1 µmL 
10%Tween20 0.2% 2 µ L 
 
For the DNA extraction each of the above reagents was individually added to each labelled tube 
including the extraction negative (EN) and then the fingerprint collection substrates were added. 
Sample tubes and extraction negative were kept at room temperature for 30 minutes and vortexed 
occasionally. This was then followed by incubation 56°C for 45 minutes with shaking at 1400 rpm. 
Proteinase K was then inactivated by incubation at 99°C for 10 minutes The samples were then 
placed at at 4°C for 10 minutes and centrifuged briefly. 
2.9.4 Substrate Removal and Concentration 
Irradiated spin baskets were inserted into the dolphin tubes (MIDScientific, Valley Park, MO) and 
the tape or swabs from the samples were carefully added to the baskets using tweezers. The 
tweezers were cleaned between samples with bleach, RO water, and ethanol. The loaded spin 
baskets were centrifuged for five minutes at 1500 rcf and all of the sample liquid (old incubation 
tube, basket flow through) were combined in a new 1.5mL tube. 
DNA extracts were purified and concentrated using Microcon® DNA Fast Flow tubes (Millipore, 
Burlington, MA). 20µL of 1ng/µL Poly A RNA (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) were added to the 
membrane unit to coat the membrane. The sample extracts were added to the respective pre-coated 
membrane and centrifuged at 500 rcf for thirty minutes. The Microcon
 
membrane units were 
visually inspected. If it appeared that more than 5 µL remained above the membrane, the tube was 
centrifuged for 3 more minutes at 500 rcf. DNA recovery was carried out by applying 20µL of 0.1 
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x Tris EDTA onto the membrane and then collecting the content by inverting the Microcon over a 
labeled collection tube, and was centrifuged at 1000 rcf for 3 minutes. The eluents were transferred 
to a labelled 1.5mL tube, and volumes were measured and recorded. Volumes ranged between 20 
µ L to 27 µ L. These tubes were stored at 4oC prior to downstream processing. 
2.10 DNA extraction by QIAamp DNA investigator Kit 
Another extraction method tested for the research was the QIAamp DNA Investigator Kit (Qiagen, 
Valencia, CA). Extractions from swabs and tapes were carried out according to the protocol for 
“DNA Purification from Buccal Swabs” set forth in the DNA Investigator kit handbook (Qiagen 
Inc. 2010). This QIAamp DNA Kit uses a silica-membrane-based method to purify nucleic acids 
from other cell components. In order to obtain concentrated sample, samples were eluted with 30 
µL buffer ATE. The extraction was carried out in clean laboratory conditions as described above to 
minimize the possibility of contamination. One modification was made to the original procedure 
where 700 µL molecular biology grade ethanol (96%-100%, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was 
added to the MiniElute Column.  To remove the ethanol completely it was centrifuged for two 
minutes at 6000rcf. 
2.10.1 Incubation  
Incubation buffer consisting of Buffer ATL, Pro-K and 1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) (Promega, 
Madison, WI) was added to tubes before adding the substrate to each tube (Qiagen Inc. 2010). 
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Incubation Buffer 1 sample 
Buffer ATL 300 µL 
Proteinase K to 1 µg/ µL 15 µL 
1M DTT to 35mM 12 µL 
 
For the DNA extraction each of the above reagents was individually added to each tube including 
the extraction negative (EN) and then the fingerprint collection substrate were added to each 
labelled tubes. Sample tubes and extraction negative were vortexed for 10 seconds. This was then 
followed by incubation on a thermomixer at 56°C for two hours with shaking at 900 rpm and 
centrifugation. 300 µL Buffer AL mixed with carrier poly A-RNA from the Qiagen Investigator 
kit was prepared as below before adding to each tube. 
Reagent  1 sample 
Buffer AL 300 µL 
Carrier RNA (1ng/ µL) 1 µL 
   
After adding the buffer mixed with carrier RNA, tubes were vortexed for 15 seconds followed by 
incubation on a thermomixer at 70°C for ten minutes with shaking at 900 rpm and brief 
centrifugation. Irradiated spin baskets were used for substrate removal as described above. 
2.10.2 DNA purification  
Before starting sample cleanup, labelled 4 batches of 2mL collection tubes and 1 batch of final 
1.5ml sample storage tubes were prepared. 150 µL molecular biology grade ethanol (96%-100%) 
(Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was added to each lysate containing tubes including the EN 
followed by vortexing for 15 seconds and brief centrifugation. The lysate/ethanol mix was added 
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to a QIAamp MinElute column placed in a 2mL collection tube, without touching the rim and 
centrifuged at 6000 rcf for one minute. The flow through was discarded and the QIAamp column 
was placed in a clean 2mL collection tube. 500 µL of Buffer AW1 was added to the column and 
centrifuged at 6000 rcf for one minute. Again the flow through was discarded. 700 µL buffer AW2 
was added to column and centrifuged as above. This was followed by adding 700 µL molecular 
biology grade ethanol (96%-100%), and centrifugation for two minutes. Centrifugation was 
repeated at 20,000 rcf for three minutes to remove any residual ethanol and dry membrane 
completely.  
DNA was eluted out by placing the QIAamp MinElute columns in new 1.5mL tubes and incubating 
on a thermomixer at 15°C for three minutes. This was followed by applying 30 µL of Buffer ATE 
to the column and incubating at room temperature for five minutes. The columns were centrifuged 
at 20,000rcf for one minute. The eluents were transferred to a labelled 1.5mL tube, and volumes 
were measured and recorded. Volumes ranged between 27 µL to 30 µL. DNA extracts were stored 
at +4oC. 
2.11 DNA extraction from reference sample 
 Reference swabs were extracted by ChelexR 100 Resin (Biorad, Hercules, CA). DNA extraction 
was carried by incubating the cut tip of each buccal swabs in 150 µL of 5% Chelex. Sample tubes 
and an extraction negative tube were kept on a thermomixer at 56°C for 30 minutes with shaking 
at 1400 rpm. Samples were vortexed and centrifuged briefly, followed by incubation at 99°C for 
10 minutes. The samples were then placed in a cold block at 4°C for five minutes. Following the 
incubation steps, the tubes were vortexed and centrifuged for three minutes at 10,000 RCF. After 
the centrifugation, 100 µL of supernatant was transferred to labelled tubes and stored in a 
refrigerator for downstream processing. 
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2.12 DNA Quantification 
The DNA quantification was performed using Quantifiler® Trio DNA Quantification kits and a 
7500 Real-Time PCR system (both Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
MA). Five standards were prepared by serial dilutions as per the manufacturer’s guideline. The 
standards had the following concentrations 50ng/µL, 5.0ng/µL, 0.5ng/µL, 0.05ng/µ L and 
0.005ng/µL. Reactions were prepared according to the protocol: 4 uL of Quantifiler® Trio primer 
mix and 5 µL of Quantifiler® THP PCR reaction mix. Nine µL of master mix was added to each 
appropriate well in a 96-well reaction plate and 2 µL of either sample, standard, or control for a 
total of 11 µL was added. The plate was sealed with an optical adhesive cover. The real time 
cycling parameters were: hold at 95°C for 11 minutes, then 40 cycles of 94°C for 20 seconds, 59°C 
for 2 minutes and 72°C for one minute, followed by hold at 60°C for 45 minutes. Data was 
analyzed in the 7500 HID Real-Time PCR analysis software according to manufacturer’s protocol. 
 
2.13 STR Amplification 
Positive and negative PCR controls were included with every sample set. For the AmpFlSTR® 
Identifiler® Plus kit (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), a full- 
reaction volume of 25 μL, containing 10.0 μL PCR Master Mix, 5 μL Primer set, and 10.0 μL 
DNA, was used. For reference samples, a half-reaction volume of 12.5 μL, containing 5.0 μL PCR 
Master Mix, 2.5 μL Primer set, and 5.0 μL DNA, was used. A positive control was also prepared 
using 2.5µl of 9947A control DNA and a negative control was prepared using 2.5µl of 0.1x Tris 
EDTA. PCRs were performed using the GeneAmp 9700 PCR system (Applied Biosystems by 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) with the following conditions:  
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Initial 
Incubation 
Denature Anneal/extend Final extension Final Hold 
HOLD                   CYCLE (29) HOLD HOLD 
95°C – 11 min  94 °C - 20sec 59°C- 3min 60°C -10 min 4°C  - ∞ 
 
2.14- 3500 Electrophoresis and Analysis 
The amplified DNA was analyzed using a 3500 genetic analyzer and dedicated reagents and 
software (all Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). A master mix of 
size standards and formamide was prepared for analysis: 0.36 μL 600 LIZ Size Standard v2.0 and 
11 μL of Hi-Di™ formamide. Samples were prepared by adding 1 μL of PCR product to 11 μL of 
master mix in a  96-well reaction plate. An allelic ladder (diluted to 1:3) was added to each column 
and empty wells were filled with 11 μL of Hi-DiTM Formamide. The plates were sealed with rubber 
septa and placed into the GeneAmp 9700 PCR system set to the denaturation protocol (95°C for 
11min followed by 4°C for 5-6min). The plate was briefly centrifuged to pool the contents and 
placed in the 3500 instrument. Electrophoresis was performed using a 36 cm capillary with POP-
4 polymer and injection settings of 1.4kV at 15second and 2.5kV at 10seconds were used for all 
the samples. Data were analyzed with GeneMapper ID-X v1.5 and a detection threshold of 50 rfu 
was employed. Instruments, software and reagents mentioned in this section are all Applied 
Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA. 
 
The profiles were compared to the reference STR profile of associated volunteer and categorized 
based on concordance to volunteer profile as follows: Full (complete volunteer genotypes at all 
STR loci), High Partial (>=7 complete concordant STR loci), Low Partial (<7 complete loci), not 
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suitable (no complete heterozygote STR loci) database mixture (DBMix) where a major 
component could be determined from a mixture STR profile and the major component was 
consistent with the volunteer, comparison mixture only (COMix) where no major component could 
be determined from the STR profile. 
 
2.15 Statistical Analysis 
Statistical analysis was carried out using the Mann-Whitney U test. The test is usually done on 
small sample numbers using an open access website: 
http://www.socscistatistics.com/tests/mannwhitney/Default2.aspx.  It was carried out to evaluate 
the difference in the amount of DNA obtained by each collection techniques i.e. quantitation data. 
2.16 Development of latent Prints with 1,2-Indanedione 
All the latent prints from volunteers were developed with chemical developer 1,2-indanedione.  
1,2 indanedione was prepared based on information obtained from the NYPD forensic laboratory 
(personal communication). 
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Stock Solution- Zinc chloride 
Reagents  Quantity   
Zinc Powder (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 
 
0.4g 
Absolute Ethanol (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 10 mL 
Ethyl acetate (Pharmco-Aaper, Shelbyville, KY) 1Ml 
Petroleum Ether (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 190 mL 
 Zinc chloride is dissolved in absolute ethanol and ethyl acetate followed by addition of petroleum 
ether. 
 
Working solution – 1,2- indanedione 
Reagents  Quantity  (for 250mL) 
1,2-indanedione powder (Sirchie,Youngsville, NC) 0.2g 
Ethyl acetate (Pharmco-Aaper, Shelbyville, KY) 22.5 mL 
Glacial acetic acid (Pharmco-Aaper, Shelbyville, KY) 2.5 mL 
Zinc Chloride Solution  20 mL 
Petroleum Ether (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 205 mL 
 
Chemical print development was carried out in a fume hood as shown in figure 1. 1,2-indanedione 
was sprayed to saturate the paper and allowed to dry completely, which took approximately two 
minutes. The paper was then placed in a laboratory oven at 70°C for 20 minutes. Photographs of 
the fluorescent outline of each sample for 1,2-indanedione was taken in the dark room using a 
Nikon D-7100 SLR camera with an orange filter and a 455nm light source. The photos were 
visually examined for whether a print was suitable (of value) or not suitable (no value) for 
comparison to a known. 
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Figure 1- Setup where the prints were developed with 1,2-  indanedione (left to right) spray bottle 
for 1,2-indanedione, paper were hung for spraying and oven set at 70°C 
 
2.17 Development of latent prints with fluorescent powder 
In the second study, left hand prints were visualized by fluorescent powder. A feather duster 
fingerprint brush (Lynn Peavey, Lenexa, KS) was used to apply the fluorescent (red-escent) latent 
print powder (Sirchie,Youngsville, NC) to the paper. A gentle circular motion was used with fresh 
brushes for each volunteer. Visualized prints were photographed immediately using a Nikon D-
7100 SLR camera using 455nm light source and orange filter. All photos were visually examined 
fingerprint value. Right hand prints from the same volunteer were left untreated. 
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3. Results 
Upon completion of the preliminary tests, results were evaluated to assist in determining the final 
study design. The results of interest where which type of tape and paper to use and which was the 
better collection technique for a higher quantity of DNA recovery. 
 
3.1 Preliminary testing - tape effect on paper 
All paper surfaces were examined to determine if the paper surface was still smooth or, if paper 
was sticking to the tape leaving a damaged surface. Tests leaving a smooth surface were called 
“non-destructive”. Table 1 lists all results for seven tapes and three types of paper.  
Table.1 Effect of different types of tapes on paper surface 
Type of Tape Printer paper Notebook paper Bank slip 
Sellotape Non-Destructive Destructive Nondestructive 
Scotch clear Non-destructive Destructive Non-destructive 
Scotch matte Non-destructive Destructive Non-destructive 
Neschen foil  Non-destructive Destructive Destructive 
Water soluble 
tape 
Non-destructive Destructive Non-destructive 
Poster removable 
tape 
Non-destructive Non-destructive Non-destructive 
Scenesafe Fast Destructive Destructive Destructive 
 Non-Destructive- did not destroyed the paper surface 
 Destructive- destroyed the paper surface 
 
Six out of seven tapes that were examined, seems to have strong adhesive glue, which prevented 
easy lifting from paper and destroyed the paper surface of at least one of the three different types.  
Only poster removable tape was designed to not damage surfaces e.g. walls, and found to be non-
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destructive for printer paper, notebook paper and bank slip. Thus it was selected for further study; 
printer paper was selected as the most commonly used paper source.  
          In view of various DNA extraction methods that affect the success rate of downstream 
processing, the first thing was to establish a baseline for DNA from fingerprints and to determine 
the best available extraction method from such touch DNA samples. Basic criteria for an extraction 
procedure are to have limited number of extraction steps to reduce error, limited use of hazardous 
solvents, a reduced need of specialized equipment, sufficient amount of DNA extracted for 
downstream processing, removal of contaminants and a method that is affordable (Lickfeldt, 
Hoffman, Jones, Hamblin & Voigt, 2002). Due to these concerns, preliminary tests (see 2.9) were 
conducted to compare two DNA extraction methods quantitatively and qualitatively. 
 
3.2 Preliminary testing - extraction methods 
              Two different extraction methods were examined: (a) Lysis in 0.1ug/ µL, 0.01% SDS and 
0.8ug/ µ L Proteinase-k (b) Lysis in 5% Chelex, 0.1ug/ µL Proteinase-K and 0.2% Tween20. The 
performance of each extraction method was assessed based on total DNA yield, presence of 
inhibitors which was measured by IPC of extracts, efficiency of method by the DNA profile from 
extracts and time needed to complete the extraction.  
            Volunteers donated saliva samples as well fingerprints (see 2.9). All extracts were 
quantified for DNA using real time PCR. 
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Table-2   DNA recovery from saliva, swabbed and tape lifted fingerprints on glass 
Sample Method –A Method-B 
Swab/ tape Concentration 
(ng/ µL) 
 Total yield in ng Concentration 
(ng/ µL) 
Total yield in ng 
Saliva 1 1.40 56.70 6.60 274.56 
         Saliva 2 0.60 45.00 5.42 401.08 
Saliva 3 2.42 164.56 1.86 133.92 
Saliva 4 2.11 63.30 11.12 389.20 
Saliva 5 2.04 61.20 6.25 218.75 
Swabbed print 1          NT NT 0.08 4.00 
Swabbed print 2 NT NT 0.04 2.20 
Swabbed print 3 NT NT 0.03 1.59 
Swabbed print 4 NT NT 0.01 0.60 
Swabbed print 5 NT NT 0.08 4.56 
Tape lifted print1 JC JC 
 
0.08 3.20 
Tape lifted print2 JC JC 0.032 1.41 
Tape lifted print3 JC JC JC         JC 
NT- not tested     
JC- Jelly like consistency 
 
Table-2 details the distribution of total DNA yield obtained from both extraction methods (see 
2.9). Comparing both methods for saliva samples, method-B gave higher amounts of DNA 
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(133.92-389.20 ng) than method-A (45.00-164.56 ng). The method also worked well for 
fingerprint swabs from glass. But testing Scotch removable poster tape resulted in a jelly like 
formation, where the extract was not liquid. This may have been caused by the adhesive being 
exposed to heat and then cold during the extraction procedure. These extracts could not be 
processed for quantitation and PCR. Barash, Reshef & Brauner (2010) found the same problem 
for their work with tape. The Qiagen DNA investigator kit was selected for further evaluation for 
the following reasons: DNA extraction does not include a boiling step, ethanol is added to the 
lysate, and any adhesive in the lysate is removed through the wash steps. This was tested on two 
tape lifted fingerprints and it worked well (data not shown) 
 
3.3 Study-1 – Comparison between tape and swab DNA collection  
3.3.1 DNA recovery  
Eleven volunteers participated in study-1. Extraction was done on the same day of sampling. In 
total 22 (hands/110 fingerprints) samples were collected. At each sample collection event, 
fingerprints (all five) were deposited on predetermined areas on paper, DNA was collected using 
each collection technique (see. 2.8) for study -1. Samples were extracted using the Qiagen 
investigator kit (see 2.10). All samples were quantified using real time PCR (see 2.12).  All samples 
were used to generate DNA profiles after 29 cycles of PCR amplification 
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Table -3 Total DNA yield from Both the hands of Volunteers by Qiagen DNA investigator Kit 
before developing with 1,2-indanedione. 
Volunteers 
Collection technique 
Tape collection 
 (left hand)             
(ng/ µL) 
Left hand 
Print Total 
yield in ng 
Dry swabbing  
   (right hand)            
( ng/ µL) 
Right Hand 
Print Total 
yield in ng  
1 0.04 1.00 0.03 0.78 
2 0.02 0.52 0.002 0.05 
3 0.39 10.14 0.01 0.26 
4 0.02 0.53 0.01 0.27 
5 0.01 0.27 0.003 0.07 
6 0.02 0.52 0.01 0.26 
7 0.08 2.16 0.06 1.65 
8 0.06 1.66 0.03 0.83 
9 0.01 0.28 0.0009 0.03 
10 0.01 0.27 0.05 1.36 
11 0.09 2.52 0.01 0.28 
Average 0.07 1.81 0.02 0.53 
Standard 
deviation ±0.11   ±2.88 ±0.02 ±0.55 
 
The above table indicates the amount of DNA obtained from the quantitation result. Each 
quantitation sample is tested with an Internal PCR control (IPC) and according to the Applied 
Biosystem Handbook, Cycle threshold (Ct) values should be between 27 to 30 (Applied 
Biosystem- Quantifiler Trio Handbook). Ct values for the IPC allow differentiating between 
samples that are truly negative and others that are affected by inhibitors or other instrumental 
issues. For all the above samples Ct values were within the given range. Generally, quantification 
is done to determine the amount of DNA present in the sample and ensure that downstream PCR 
reactions uphold the ‘Goldilocks’ principle, which specifies that the DNA amount has to be 
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normalized prior to the amplification step. This will generate a DNA profile with optimal 
characteristics and peak morphology (Butler, 2015) 
Table-3 summarizes the DNA concentration obtained from the latent fingerprints on paper that 
were untreated and collected by two different collection techniques—tape-lifting and dry 
swabbing. The amount of DNA recovered varies between the donors but a higher amount of DNA 
was recovered from the prints lifted with tape compared to the prints swabbed from the same 
volunteer.  The average DNA recovery with tape lifting was 0.07 ng/ µL, whereas the average 
DNA recovery with swabbing was lower with 0.02 ng/ µL. It is evident, from the results, that tape 
lifting is more amenable for touch samples from porous substrates. The variation in DNA quantity 
within each method is most likely due to the variation seen between individuals due to various 
factors like shredder status, perspiration, pressure, friction, gain of cell by touching other body 
parts and type of substrate (Phipps, 2007 & Alessandrini,2003). But the results of DNA recovery 
obtained in the study are indicative of the efficiency of the tape collection technique. 
The Mann-Whitney U test showed that the U-value was 29.5 while the critical value of U at p <.05 
is 30. The Z-score was 2.002278 and value of p < .0455. From the analysis, it is indicated that 
there is a statistically significant difference between the amount of DNA concentration obtained 
by tape lifting and those obtained from the swabbing technique.  
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Figure 2-  A Box-and- whisker plot comparing the DNA concentration data of the two DNA 
collection techniques— tape lifting and dry swabbing from paper (n=22) 
 
Figure 2 displays the data from table 3 as a box-and-whisker plot of DNA yields. The central line 
represents the median, the boxes represents interquartile range and the whiskers represents 
minimum and maximum values and “X” indicates the mean of the sample set.  The swab technique 
shows small interquartile range compared to the tape lifting, indicating that for swabbing recovery 
is uniform across all donors. Tape samples showed more variation. There is an outlier for tape 
samples, which is the value that is outside the whiskers. The outlier had a high amount of 0.39ng/ul 
of DNA among available set. This could be because the donor touched saliva while touching his 
face(see2.4) or he might be a good shedder that deposits high amount of DNA. 
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3.3.2 STR typing  
The samples were amplified using AmpFlSTR® Identifiler® Plus kit, which has the ability to 
overcome PCR inhibition, and amplify even degraded samples. This has been possible due to the 
enhanced buffer provided (Wang, Chang, Lagace, Calandro & Hennessy, 2012). The kit was 
expected to have a low sensitivity and detection limit as a study conducted showed that DNA 
template as low as 32.5pg produces partial profile, while full profiles could be obtained with 125pg 
of sample with both 28- and 29 cycle protocols. This was the main reason of using the Identifiler® 
Plus kit, as the samples in the study were generated from touch samples.  
Samples amplified were then analyzed on Genetic analyzer 3500, a capillary electrophoresis 
instrument to separate the DNA molecules. DNA molecules of different length pass along the 
capillary at different speeds, with the smaller molecule and larger molecules moving faster and 
slower respectively. The time it takes to pass through is recorded and converted to base pair size 
using the internal size standard (Butler, 2012). Factors such as type of polymer, injection 
conditions, buffers, and capillary length have an impact on the separation. An internal validation 
study by NIST on the 3500 Genetic Analyzer found that full profiles were obtainable for DNA 
concentrations between 1.0ng to 0.1ng (Butts, Kline, Duewer, Hill, Butler& Vallone, 2011). The 
polymer used for this analysis was a 4% dimethyl polyacrylamide (POP-4) polymer, which is used 
for STR typing, in a 36cm capillary. These factors affect the resolution of the profiles directly, 
with longer capillaries, low separation voltages and high polymer concentrations generating the 
highest resolution profiles. The injection time and voltage are important factors affecting the DNA 
molecule passing through the capillary. The default setting of 15 seconds and 1.2kV was used for 
the samples but by changing the condition to 10 seconds and 2.4kV higher peak heights were 
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detected with lower amount of DNA. Thus it was selected as optimal injection setting. The profiles 
generated were analyzed using GeneMapper® ID-X v1.5 software. 
Figure-3 shows an example of sample labelled” R2” STR profile with the default setting of 
injection at 15 seconds and 1.2kv in C.E, where a low partial profile of the volunteer was seen.  
 
 
Figure-3 Identifiler Plus Profile for sample R2, collected by swabbing showing multiple loci with 
volunteer alleles completely absent 
 
Figure-4 shows the same R2 sample analyzed at a different setting, 10 seconds and 2.4kV, but no 
change was seen in the profile except an increase in peak height. Locus dropout for both the 
settings was seen at D8S1179, D21S11, D7S80, CSF 1P0, THO1, D5S818, while allelic dropout 
was seen at D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, TPOX, D18S51, FGA. These locus dropout and allelic 
dropout events remained consistent on analyzing the sample with different injection settings. Thus 
the DNA quantitation for sample R2 (2.0pg/ µL) showed a correlation with the STR profile. No 
amplifiable DNA was detected in the negative control samples.  
Dropout Dropout 
Dropout 
Dropout Dropout 
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Figure-4 Identifiler Plus Profile for sample R2 at different injection setting, collected by swabbing 
showing multiple loci with volunteer alleles completely absent 
 
 
 
Dropout Dropout Dropout 
Dropout 
Dropout 
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Figure-5 Identifiler Plus Profile of sample L2 at injection setting 10 second and 2.4kv, collected 
by Tape lifting showing a full profile of the volunteer. 
 
Figure-5 (top picture) shows an example of sample labelled “L2” Identifiler Plus STR profile with 
injection settings of 10 seconds and 2.4kv on C.E. A full STR profile along with some stutter was 
obtained. Whereas the figure-6 shows the example of sample “5L” a data base Mixture STR 
profile, where the major component was easily determined. Figure- 7 shows the example of sample 
“5R”, a comparison mixture STR profile, where a major component could not be determined and 
the sample has to be compared to the volunteer reference profile. 
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Figure-6 Electropherogram with Database Mixture type profile obtained from the tape-lifting the 
prints of left hand 
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Figure-7 Electropherogram with comparison mixture type profile obtained from swabbing a right 
hand print with FLOQSwab. 
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Figure-8 STR results after  two different latent print collection techniques. LHP1-LHP11 are the 
tape-lifted left hand prints; RHP1-RHP11 are the swabbed right hand prints  
 
Figure-8 displays a heat map of STR profiles from all volunteers participating in study-1. A green 
square means all the expected alleles were detected at that locus. The yellow square indicates allelic 
dropout of a heterozygote profile. A red square represents complete locus drop out. Blue with an 
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“X” means this locus has additional alleles and is indicative of a DNA mixture. STR profiles were 
categorized as “Full profile” “high partial profile”, “low partial Profile”, “Not suitable profile”, 
“Comparison Mixture(CO-Mix)”, “Data base Mixture(DB-Mix)” (see 2.14) 
Results indicated that tape lifting gave an excellent STR typing success rate compared to the dry 
swabbing collection technique.  Twenty-two samples had enough DNA to undergo PCR-STR 
testing, eleven were tape samples and eleven were dry swabbing samples. For tape lifted samples, 
nine samples had a full profile, two had data base mixtures where the volunteer’s profile could be 
easily deduced as the major component.  For dry swabbed samples, eight samples had full profiles, 
one sample had a low partial profile, one was not suitable to compare, and one had comparison 
mixture where the volunteers profile could not be determined. It was noted that 27% of the amounts 
amplified for samples recovered by dry swabbing were below 30pg of DNA, while 72.7% were 
above or equal to 100pg of DNA. And all the STR profiles recovered by tape lifting had either 
above or equal to 100pg of DNA. Thus the Quantifiler Trio results (table-3) were consistent and 
correlative with the STR profiles obtained for study-1. 
All samples were extracted using the QIAamp Investigator kit which employs a multi-step capture 
release procedure. It generated correct DNA profiles of the samples with correct alleles, which was 
determined by comparing to volunteer reference profiles. Mixtures and drop-in alleles were found 
in some profiles. Previous study suggests that prolonged and complicated steps increase the chance 
of contamination (Alessandrini, Cecati, Pesaresi & Turchi, 2003). Though one of the advantage of 
using the QIAamp kit was that no additional steps were needed to dissolve the adhesive and fibers 
from swab, as they did not interfere at any stage of extraction. Tape lifting had a drawback of 
handling it in comparison to dry swabbing. It was hard to handle tape while collecting the sample 
and placing it in the tube with lysis buffer. Handling tape became easier after placing it in Eppendorf 
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tube with the lysis buffer, as it did not fold to form a ball or stick to wall after placing in the buffer. 
Due to the presence of proprietary reagent, it lost its stickiness. 
3.3.3 Development of fingerprints with 1,2 indanedione 
Latent prints were deposited on the printer paper and collected for DNA profiling. Usually DNA 
recovery methods have a destructive influence on latent fingerprints. Thus 1,2-indanedione reagent 
was used to chemically develop prints and investigate the effect of both collection techniques on 
latent fingerprint friction ridge details. Figure- 9 and Figure- 10 show examples for fingermarks 
developed with 1,2-indanedione post DNA recovery by tape-lifting.  
 
Figure-9 Examples of fingermarks from same volunteer, recovered post DNA recovery using tape 
lifting; prints shown here are “of value”  
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Figure-10 Example of fingermarks developed using 1,2-indanedione, Post DNA recovery using 
tape lifting;  prints shown here are “not of value”  
 
 
Figure-11 Example of control fingermarks (ring finger and little finger), developed with 1,2-
indanedione that had not been used for DNA recovery; both prints are “not of  value” 
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Figure-12 example of Fingermarks developed with 1,2-indanedione post DNA recovery by 
swabbing; both prints are “of value” 
 
Figure-13 example of fingermark developed with 1,2-indanedione, post DNA recovery by dry 
swabbing; prints shown here are “not of value” 
 
Figure-11 is an example of the ring finger print and little finger mark, which were used as a standard 
or control to compare with the fingermarks post DNA recovery, to see the effect of the collection 
technique the prints. But most of these control fingerprints showed broadening of certain ridges, 
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which may be due to excessive pressure applied during fingerprint collection. The two fingers also 
do not move independently (see discussion below), which can lead to distortions. Figure-12 and 13 
show two examples for fingerprints developed with 1,2-indanedione post DNA recovery by dry 
swabbing. 
Some finger prints showed just some minutiae or dull marks, which may be due to insufficient 
pressure applied during giving the fingerprint, not enough material present to react with the reagent, 
poor development with the reagent, or removal of the complete latent print from the paper. 
 
Figure-14 Graph of the average % of fingerprints that were “of value” or “not of value” post DNA 
recovery. Graph also includes controls without DNA collection.  
 
Figure 14 shows the graphical representation of a total of 110 fingerprints from 11 volunteers 
developed with 1,2-indanedione post DNA recovery. All prints were visualized using a 455nm light 
source in presence of an orange filter and photographed. The prints were assigned to be of value, if 
the print was of good quality with enough friction ridge detail that can be analyzed. Prints were of 
no value if details were lacking. The data showed that 78% of tape lifted fingerprints and 58% of 
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dry swabbed fingerprints were of value and could be analyzed, while most of the prints (81%) that 
were not used for DNA recovery were of no value and could not be analyzed as the ridge details 
were not clear. According to previous work, such prints are typically observed when they are 
deposited with excessive force because the reactive material is forced to physically migrate to outer 
edges of the friction ridges or between the ridges (Fieldhouse,2011 & Ashbaugh,1999). Other 
factors that affect print quality are duration, substrate and the angle of depositing a fingerprint. 
 
3.4 Study-2 Effect of fluorescent powder development 
3.4.1 DNA recovery  
This part of the study examines the effect on DNA typing from fluorescent powder dusted latent 
fingerprints and determines if enough biological material is left post tape lifting of the fingerprints, 
to redevelop by 1,2-indanedione. Eleven volunteers participated in study-2. In total 22 (hands) 
samples were collected. At each sample collection event, fingerprints (all five from each hand) were 
deposited on a predetermined area on of paper. DNA recovery was carried out by the tape lifting 
technique (see. 2.8). All left hand prints were treated with fluorescent powder and the right hand 
prints were used as the standard. The DNA recovery from the left hand fingerprints was carried out 
post development with fluorescent powder. Post DNA recovery, both hand prints were developed 
with 1,2-indanedione. Samples were extracted using a Qiagen investigator kit (see 2.10). All 
samples were quantified using real time PCR (see 2.12).  All samples were used to generate DNA 
profiles after 29 cycles of PCR amplification. 
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Table-4 Quantitation results of total DNA yield from both the hands by QIAamp kit. Left hand 
prints were lifted post development with fluorescent powder 
 
Volunteers 
Powder treated 
(left hand)            
(ng/ µL) 
Left Hand Print 
Total yield in ng 
Untreated 
(right hand)             
( ng/ µL) 
Right Hand 
Print Total 
yield in ng  
1 0.03 0.81 0.11 2.99 
2 0.21 5.78 0.24 6.72 
3 0.17 4.45 0.4 10.4 
4 0.01 0.27 0.004 0.11 
5 0.0007 0.02 0.01 0.27 
6 0.02 0.54 0.05 1.35 
7 0.05 1.35 0.04 1.08 
8 0.01 0.27 0.01 0.27 
9 0.13 3.54 0.16 4.32 
10 0.02 0.55 0.07 1.89 
11 0.02 0.55 0.03 0.81 
Average 0.06 1.65 0.10 2.75 
Standard 
deviation 
±0.07 ±1.98 ±0.12 ±3.25 
 
Samples were extracted using the QIAamp Investigator kit. There appeared to be no leaching of dye 
from the fluorescent particles into the extraction medium.  Table-4 summarizes the quantitation 
results and DNA yields from standard fingerprints (untreated) and fingerprints treated with 
fluorescent powder (see 2.16). The quantitation assay did not show any inhibition. The amount of 
DNA varies between the donors, but the higher amount of DNA was recovered from untreated 
fingerprints. The average amount of DNA of untreated prints was 0.1ng/ µL while the fluorescent 
powder treated prints average was 0.06ng/ µL. The highest DNA concentration seen in untreated 
sample was 0.24ng/ µL and that of treated samples was 0.21ng/ µL. Thus the studies show that latent 
fingerprint development with fluorescent powder has a subtle effect on DNA profile recovery. 
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The statistical analysis by the Mann-Whitney test resulted in an U value of 48. The critical value of 
p-value <0.5 is 30. Here the p-value is 0.07. Thus no significant difference was seen between treated 
and untreated fingerprints 
 
Figure-15 A Box-and- Whisker plot comparing the DNA concentration data for fluorescent 
powder treated prints and untreated (standard) prints 
 
Figure-15 displays the box-and-whisker plot of DNA yields from fluorescent treated and untreated 
fingerprints by the tape lifting technique on paper from 11 samples for each type. The central line 
represents the median, the boxes represent interquartile range and the whiskers represent minimum 
and maximum values and the “X” indicates the mean of the sample set.  The untreated fingerprints 
show large interquartile range compared to the fluorescent powder treated prints, indicating the 
much more variation across all the donors. Powder developed prints showed less variation 
compared to untreated prints. There is an outlier for untreated prints, which is the value that is 
outside the whiskers. The outlier had a high amount of DNA of 10.4ng among available set of 
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DNA. This could be because the volunteer touched saliva while touching his face (see 2.4) or he 
might be a good shedder who deposited a large amount of DNA. 
 
3.4.2 STR analysis 
DNA samples recovered from fluorescent powder treated and untreated prints underwent 
Identifiler plus profiling. The results relatively mirrored the DNA quantitation results. Figure -16 
depicts the electropherogram of the DNA sample recovered post powder treatment from sample 
L5, where the volunteer alleles were completely absent at 11 out of 16 loci examined and the rest 
of loci have single peaks and compromised peak heights. It is apparent from figure-16 that the 
allelic dropout resulted from less DNA recovery as seen in quantification result of sample “L5” 
0.007ng/ µL post powder treatment. Other DNA samples treated with fluorescent powder gave a 
complete STR profile, comparison mixture only profile and database mixture profile. 
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Figure-16 Example of Identifiler Plus Profile from sample L5, post powder treatment, orange 
arrows are showing locus and allelic dropout. 
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Figure- 17 Heat map of STR results for tape-lifted right and left hand prints either visualized using 
fluorescent powder, or without powder (untreated) 
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Figure-17 shows a heat map of STR profiles from all the volunteers participated in study-2. Again, 
a green square is a full genotype at that locus. The yellow square indicates allelic dropout of a 
heterozygote profile, a red square complete locus drop out. Blue with an “X” is a locus indicative 
of a DNA mixture. The STR profiles were categorized as follows as explained above (see 2.14). 
Results indicated no major difference in the STR profile success rate for fluorescent powder treated 
prints and untreated prints. Twenty-two samples were amplified and typed in Identifiler Plus, eleven 
for untreated samples and eleven fluorescent treated samples. For fluorescent treated prints, seven 
samples had full STR profiles, two were DBMix type profiles and two were comparison mix only 
type profiles. While untreated fingerprints gave seven full profiles, one not suitable profile, two 
DBMix type profile and one comparison mix only profile.  
A previous study showed that DNA retrieval by tape lifting on enhanced fingerprints generated no 
STR profiles even after the quantification result showed the presence of DNA (Hytinen, Solomon, 
Miller &Cruz, 2017), but the present study says otherwise. An average decrease in the amount of 
DNA post treatment is seen, but tape seems to collect enough biological material to generate a STR 
profile and enough powder on the visualized print is left to denote the location of fingerprints on 
the substrate. The STR results suggest that amplification and profiling are fairly robust and that 
even a low level of samples can provide viable results. The samples below the threshold (samples 
R4, L5) in the present study could not provide an STR profile, and is in agreement with the research 
work of Zamir & Geller, 2000. Drop-in alleles were seen in many of the profiles, but all the drop-
in alleles appeared as a minor component and did not interfere in STR profiling of the samples. 
Allelic dropout was seen and it was specific for loci D7S80, D3S1358, D13S317, D2S1338 and 
D18S51. These dropouts were seen for both powder treated prints and untreated prints in some 
samples. 
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3.4.3 - 1,2-indanedione development  
Post DNA recovery, all prints including powder treated prints and untreated prints were subjected 
to 1,2-indanedione treatment. Powder treated prints were redeveloped to because it may be 
necessary to visualize the print again, if the powder only gave a “no value” print. 1,2-indanedione 
reacts with the alpha- amino acids present in latent print secretions forming a pink/purple color 
when viewed with the naked eye. These prints with 455nm light source and an orange filter appears 
green in color. 
  
Figure-18 Example of a powder treated print photo prior to DNA collection (left) and one powdered 
(middle) and one untreated (right) print post DNA recovery and 1,2-indanedione treatment. The 
middle print is not of value, due to orange particles blocking ridge detail.   
 
1,2-indanedione is a versatile reagent for the latent fingerprint development. When 1,2-indanedione 
is used post DNA recovery from fluorescent powder dusted fingerprints, it did still cause 
development of the print area which was lifted by tape, indicating undisturbed amino acids.  
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Figure-19 Graph for average fingerprints of Value/No value post DNA recovery. Graph also 
includes controls without DNA collection.  
 
Figure-19 presents the graphical depiction of all the fingerprints developed by 1,2-indanedione in 
study-2. Print quality was assessed as “prints of value” in cases with clear/partial ridge details and 
allowing for comparison to a known, or prints were called of “no value” if prints had less minutiae 
and distortion that made print unusable for comparison. Twenty-two (24%) of powder treated prints 
post 1,2-indanedione treatment were of value, while 81% of untreated prints were of value.  
For both study-1 and study-2, the ring and little finger used as the standard were developed using 
chemical developer or powder and photographed for assessment. The assessment indicated that 
many of the prints were of no value. The reason could be the different nerve innervation in the 
little and ring finger. The motor supply to the ring finger is the ulnar nerve and to the little finger 
is the median nerve. Because of the different nerve innervation for motor action it is difficult to 
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align these fingers and angles and pressure may differ based on information obtained from a 
Physical therapist. (personal communication). 
 
3.5 Study design evaluation  
 
Figure-20 Scatter plot consisting of DNA yield in ng from 22 (n=44 hands) samples used 
throughout the study 
Both studies (1 and 2) showed inter-personal variation in terms of DNA recovered between different 
individuals. This is caused by the variability of the amount of DNA left behind by an individual 
when touching an object. Lowe, Murray, Whitaker, Tully & Gill (2002) defined “good shedders” 
and “bad shedders” depending on the ability of an individual to deposit DNA that gives a full DNA 
profile/ partial DNA profile after contact with the object. To control for shedder status, each method 
was tested on left and right prints from the same volunteers. Figure-20 is a scatter diagram plotting 
DNA yields from left and right hands against each other.  The R value 0.83 (R2=0.6962), indicates 
good correlation between the two hands. As per the study by Phipps and Petricevic (2007), dominant 
and non-dominant hands shed different amounts of DNA. Thus to avoid variation within the same 
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volunteer, volunteers were asked to wash and dry their hands and rub their face before giving prints 
to eliminate these differences. The correlation observed between both hands means this succeeded.   
 
4. Discussion  
Study-1 focused on two different collection techniques-- tape lifting and dry swabbing to be used 
for the DNA recovery from copy/printer paper without disturbing the paper surface and the 
fingerprints on the paper. DNA retrieval in optimal amounts is of prime importance, especially 
when dealing with touch samples where a limited amount of DNA may be left behind (Van 
Oorschot & Jones 1997). The data presented here illustrated that different collection techniques 
can result in different outcomes, highlighted by significantly different DNA yields for the two 
swab and tape based collection techniques used for processing the fingerprints on copy paper. The 
current study demonstrated that tape lifting with Scotch removable poster tape collected more 
DNA from fingerprints on copy paper, and was a less destructive technique for the underlying 
friction ridge pattern than swab collection. The right choice of collection technique is important to 
ensure optimal results. In the present study, Scotch removable poster tape was more effective and 
generated quality STR profiles for all the samples. Wickenheiser (2002) suggested that often more 
DNA is deposited, and lower recovery observed might be attributed to ineffective collection 
processes. The results from the dry swabbing collection techniques in the present study confirm 
this possibility. The observation made by Balogh, Burger, Bender, Schneider & Alt (2003) that 
DNA recovered from paper is enough to be amplified and typed for identification, especially if 
latent prints are not visualized by chemical methods is in agreement with the observation presented 
in the study. Hansson, Finnebraaten, Heitmann, Ramse, & Bouzga (2009) and Williams et al. 
(2013) also concluded in their studies that tape lifts recover more DNA than FLOQ swab, thus 
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supporting the findings in the present study, albeit on different surface types, specifically smooth 
and ridged plastic.  
 
A study conducted by Schulz & Reichert (2002) showed that it is only partly possible to type DNA 
from fingerprints archived on Scotch tape, their low success rate does not agree with the results of 
100% success rate obtained in the present study. The result in present study are in agreement with 
the work of Raymond, Roux, Sutton &Lennard (2004) that adhesive tape (albeit different tape) 
bound the cells found on the fingerprint, preventing significant loss, giving a full STR profile. 
The range of the amounts of DNA within each collection technique may be due to the difference 
in DNA shedding propensities. Certain individuals are better epithelial cell donors than others or 
have more nucleated cells than others (Lowe, Murray, Whitaker, Tully & Gill, 2002). Skin cells 
are a poor source of DNA, However, during the sloughing process they are exposed to several 
DNA bearing cells and fluids as they reach the skin’s top layer, and may act as a carrier for DNA 
(Daly, Murphy & McDermott, 2011) 
The fingerprint visualization results show that both collection techniques have less than 100% 
success and thus a destructive effect on friction ridge detail to some extent, but the extent depended 
on the collection method. The tape was less destructive than the dry swabbing when comparing the 
print post DNA recovery, but print success rate was never 100%. Volunteers while giving the 
fingerprints tried to press harder, thinking of giving more DNA which could have distorted the 
prints. The study complements the results obtained by Fieldhouse, Oravcova & Walton-Williams 
(2016) where FLOQswab and Gel lift gave good result, while tape worked better for the present 
study.  
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Study-2 was carried out to see the effect of fluorescent powder on DNA recovery. In case powder 
developed prints had not been of value, the effect of 1,2-indanedione post powder addition and 
DNA recovery on the same print was also measured. The results showed that fluorescent powder 
does not have a significant effect on quantity and quality of touch DNA recovered from paper as 
a substrate. This is supported by the analysis of the STR profiles generated from all of the extracts 
in the present study. Alleles were called at the same rate for treated and untreated fingerprints. The 
result is in agreement with the previous work of Thamnurak, Bunakkharaswat, Riengrojpitak & 
Panvisavas (2011) who found that fluorescent powder DNA results were comparable to undusted 
prints. According to work of Thamnurak, Bunakkharaswat, Riengrojpitak & Panvisavas (2011) no 
previous work has provided quantitation data for powder treated prints. This study yielded 
quantitation data that were only slightly lower for powder prints. This means that in real cases 
paper can be processed with powder without affecting STR typing.  Post powder and DNA 
recovery, 1,2-indanedione did not provide enough detail that the prints could be used for further 
analysis. The residue of fluorescence powder left on the prints masked the print details. Thus one 
of the approaches to rectify this could be use of non-fluorescent powder. But DNA unfriendly 
chemical methods are the common approach for development of fingerprints on paper, like 
ninhydrin and the ninhydrin analogues: 1,8-Diazafluoren-9-one. (DFO), 1,2-indanedione, and 5-
MTN (5methylthioninhydrin) (Yamashita & French, 2011). 
The present study also demonstrates the difficulty in recovering single source DNA results from 
touch samples. Several additional alleles were seen in some samples of both studies. Throughout 
the study, a lab coat, gloves, mask, and sleeves were used, and the work was conducted in the 
Biohood to prevent contamination.  Foreign DNA from an unknown source and an unknown route 
was introduced in the samples, despite taking care to prevent contamination. This could have been 
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caused by foreign DNA present on the volunteer’s face and transferred to their hands. Another 
problem with making prints sebaceous rich by asking volunteers to rub their face is the presence of 
make-up and moisturizers. It may be interesting to test the effect of cosmetic products on STR 
analysis when groomed prints are collected. 
5. Conclusions and Future work 
A piece of evidence collected at a crime scene can be very important and DNA and fingerprint 
analysts both might want to analyze fingerprints on an item left at crime scene. The result of this 
study demonstrated that for paper not all DNA collection techniques have a destructive influence 
on latent fingerprints. For example, the statistical result showed that Scotch removable poster tape 
showed higher DNA recovery than FLOQSwabs and that 76% of tape lifted fingerprints when 
developed with 1,2-indanedione were of value for comparison. No effect on the quality of DNA 
post fluorescent powder treatment was seen on STR profile quality, making is possible to use this 
method on fingerprints where the location is unknown. This solves the problem of reduced DNA 
recovery after chemical development.  
Before this new workflow of collecting DNA first for paper evidence can be used in casework, 
further validation is needed. In our study, DNA recovery was carried out on fresh latent prints within 
an hour or two. But in a real case scenario i.e. in a crime lab, usually latent fingerprint evidence 
takes time to reach the analyst due to various reasons. In this respect, further research is needed to 
evaluate DNA recovery for aged fingerprints. Such work will broaden its application to real case 
work. But this future work should be carried out using non-fluorescent powder. In the present study 
powder and chemical developed prints were not suitable for further analysis as fluorescent powder 
residue masked the print details.  The DNA profiling results presented herein are based on DNA 
recovered post hand washing and grooming to give sebaceous rich prints, which is not a typical 
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occurrence. Thus, natural prints, those created without washing hands and eccrine prints—washing 
hands followed triggering sweat, could be evaluated with the same workflow as in the present study. 
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